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Abstract

Recent work suggests that fundamental and Dirichlet strings, and their (p, q)
bound states, may be observed as cosmic strings. The evolution of cosmic string
networks, and therefore their observational signals, depends on what happens
when two strings collide. We study this in string perturbation theory for collisions
between all possible pairs of strings; different cases involve sphere, disk, and
annulus amplitudes. The result also depends on the details of compactification;
the dependence on ratios of scales is only logarithmic, but this is still numerically
important. We study a range of models and parameters, and find that in most
cases these strings can be distinguished from cosmic strings that arise as gauge
theory solitons.
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1 Introduction

The observation of fundamental strings of cosmic size would be a spectacular window

into short-distance physics. The existence of such cosmic fundamental strings in con-

ventional Planck-scale string models is unlikely for several reasons [1]: they are unstable

either to breakage or to confinement by domain walls, and even if stable they would

be removed by inflation. However, in lower scale models based on large or warped

compact dimensions, cosmic fundamental strings may indeed exist, as well as cosmic

strings arising from D-strings and wrapped D-, NS-, and M-branes. These can be pro-

duced after inflation [2-7], and in some models they are stable or at least metastable

on cosmic time scales [8, 9].3

The observational signatures of cosmic strings depend on the detailed evolution of

the string network from its creation to today [10]. This evolution in turn depends on

what the strings do when they collide. For two strings of the same type, there are

two obvious possibilities: they may pass simply pass through one another, or they

may reconnect (intercommute) as in figure 1. Reconnection contributes to the decay

Figure 1: When two strings of the same type cross, they can reconnect (intercommute).

of string networks, allowing large loops to break into smaller ones. For the usual

cosmic strings, which arise as solitons (magnetic flux tubes) in gauge theories, the

reconnection probability is essentially one [11]. The situation is deterministic, being

described by the evolution of classical fields, and it is energetically favorable for the flux

to take a shortcut via reconnection. For fundamental strings, however, the reconnection

probability is of order g2
s , and so can be much less than one. This reduced probability

will lead to an increased density of strings [12], and so to the enhancement of some

signatures.

3There is a discrepancy between refs. [8] and [9], which we will not address here.
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Optimistically, we may envision an era of precision cosmic string cosmology, when

we will distinguish fundamental strings from solitonic strings via their intercommu-

tation properties. In this paper we prepare for this happy future, by calculating the

numerical factors that enter into the reconnection probability P . To be maximally pre-

pared, we consider not only the fundamental F-strings, but also D-strings and bound

states of F and D strings.

In §2 we give a primer on the properties of the F- and D-strings of the IIB string

theory, which we hope will be broadly accessible. We also briefly discuss more general

string theories. In §3 we consider F–F collisions. The basic method was developed

in ref. [13], wrapping the F-strings on a large torus and using unitarity to relate the

reconnection probability to a four-point tree amplitude. Here we extend the result

to the supersymmetric case. In §4 we consider F–D and F–(p, q) collisions, using a

similar unitarity method [14]. We also show that the F–X reconnection probability,

for all string types X, can be written in a universal form in terms of the long distance

supergravity fields of X. In §5 we consider D–D collisions, using the approach first set

out in ref. [15]. These are more complicated than the collisions of F-strings, but we

are able to obtain useful approximate results in various regimes. In §6 we consider the

collisions of vertices in the string network, including the disconnection process which

is the inverse to that considered in §4 and §5.

The calculations in §3 to §6 are for toroidal compactification, where the strings are

free to move in a flat higher-dimensional spacetime. In realistic compactifications one

expects that all flat directions will be lifted, and the strings will sit near the minimum

of a potential in the compact directions. We consider this situation in §7, and show

that if the scale of the potential is somewhat less than the scale of the string tension,

then it is possible to use the flat spacetime calculation in combination with an effective

compactification volume arising from the quantum fluctuations of the string. The

effective volume depends only logarithmically on the ratio of scales, not on powers,

but nevertheless is numerically important. In §8 we bring all of our results together

for some representative models. We find that P in most cases is less than one, so that

F- and D-strings can in principle be distinguished from gauge theory strings. In some

cases P is as small as 10−3, which would have a large effect on the behavior of string

networks. The reconnection probability for strings of different types depends strongly

on the details of the compactification and can either be rather large or essentially
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zero. In either case the effect on the string networks can be large, as we discuss in the

conclusions.

2 A primer on F- and D-strings

We will focus primarily on the IIB string theory, both because it provides the most well-

developed string model of inflationary cosmology [6] and because it has a potentially

rich set of cosmic strings. The fundamental IIB string has a tension that we will

denote µF, whose value might lie anywhere between the TeV scale and the Planck

scale, though in the brane inflation models that provide much of our motivation one

expects the narrower range 10−12 < GµF < 10−6 [2-6]. The string in principle oscillates

in all nine spatial dimensions, but as we will discuss in §7 one expects the oscillations

in the compact directions acquire nonzero world-sheet masses. It also has neutral

fermionic degrees of freedom, but these will be massive as well as a consequence of

supersymmetry breaking.

Besides its tension, other important properties of a cosmic string are its couplings to

axions and to Standard Model fields. In the models of ref. [8], all strings are non-axionic.

That is, they couple to massless potentials in ten-dimensions, but there are no light

modes of these fields in the four-dimensional gauge theory. More generally, all axions

in string theory are expected to have instanton-generated potentials, so that axionic

strings would be confined and uninteresting as cosmic strings [1,16]. (It is conceivable

that there are models where the instanton action is very small and there are interesting

axionic strings.) Also in the models of ref. [8], stability of the cosmic strings requires

in most cases that the strings be physically separated in the compact directions from

Standard Model and other light fields, so they will be somewhat decoupled from these

and in particular will not be superconducting.

The IIB string theory also has odd-dimensional D-branes [17], in particular D-

strings. The D-string is much like the F-string except for its tension,

µD =
µF

gs

. (2.1)

The dimensionless string coupling gs is determined by the expectation value of the

dilaton field, gs = eΦ (we are temporarily setting the RR scalar to zero, but will include

it shortly). If the dilaton varies in the compact directions, its value at the position of
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the string is the relevant one. There is a special class of models in which gs is related

to observed parameters. Namely, if the Standard Model fields live on D3-branes, then

αGUT = g̃s, where the tilde refers to the value of the dilaton at the position of the

Standard Model D3-brane; if in addition the dilaton is constant as in IIB orientifold

models, then gs = g̃s = αGUT. Unification in such models is necessarily nonstandard

(see e.g. [18]), but generally αGUT ∼ 0.05. In F-theory compactifications on the other

hand, the dilaton varies strongly over the compact space and there is no prediction for

gs. Our calculations use perturbation theory in gs and so are quantitatively valid only

if gs is somewhat less than one. Note that if gs > 1 we may switch to a dual description

in which F and D strings are interchanged and g′s = 1/gs < 1.

Furthermore, p F-strings and q D-strings can bind to form a (p, q) string with

tension

µ(p,q) =
µF

gs

√

(p− Cq)2g2
s + q2 . (2.2)

We have now included the expectation value of the RR scalar C. This multiplet of

strings was discovered through the SL(2, Z) duality of the IIB string [19], and later

explained in terms of FD bound states [20]. For relatively prime p and q, the (p, q)

string has a nonzero binding tension with respect to any decomposition. For p = np′

and q = nq′, the (p, q) string is neutrally stable to splitting into n (p′, q′) strings.

Supersymmetry breaking will lead to a weak potential between them, but this is likely

to be negligible for most purposes. The n strings will in any case move on a common

classical trajectory.

The integers (p, q) can have either sign and are defined with respect to a specified

orientation of the string; reversing the orientation sends (p, q) → (−p,−q). Three (p, q)

strings can meet provided

p1 + p2 + p3 = q1 + q2 + q3 = 0 , (2.3)

where all strings are defined as pointing into the vertex. The vertex is essentially

massless, so the angles at which the strings meet is fixed by the requirement that there

be no force on the vertex. In its rest frame this implies that the strings lie in a plane,

and that the angle between strings i and j is [21]

cos θ̂ij =
ei · ej

|ei||ej|
, ei = ([pi − Cqi]gs, qi) . (2.4)
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The string network evolves according to the Nambu-Goto action for each segment,

with the constraint (2.4) where segments meet. This constraint can also be incorpo-

rated into the dynamics by assigning a small mass to the junction and allowing it to

respond to the tensions of the attached strings.

The network can also change discontinuously when two strings collide. When

(p1, q1) and (p2, q2) strings collide, they will pass through one another or reconnect

in one of two ways as in figure 2.4 If θ is less than the angle θ̂12 defined in eq. (2.4), it

1

2

1

12

2

1

1

2

2

1+2
1−2

or

Figure 2: Possible reconnections of (p1, q1) and (p2, q2) strings; i stands for (pi, qi).

is energetically favorable to form a segment of (p1 + p2, q1 + q2) string, and this is the

presumed final state. If θ is greater than θ̂12, the (p1 − p2, q1 − q2) string is favored.

The behavior of string networks will also depend on what happens when two string

vertices meet, the inverse of the process shown in figure 2. We will take this subject

up in §6.

The (p, q) strings are one-dimensional as seen either by a four-dimensional physicist

or by a ten-dimensional physicist. Four-dimensional strings can also arise from higher-

dimensional objects, p-branes5 in which p − 1 dimensions are wrapped on part of the

compact space and only one is extended in the visible directions. The IIB string has

odd-dimensional D-branes, for example. Our results for D-strings (D1-branes) can be

extended to these in a straightforward way. The IIB string also has an NS5-brane,

which is a classical soliton like the ordinary cosmic string. When inflation arises from

4Another possibility would be that the two strings would stick together at a four-string vertex. Such
higher vertices exist in some string models, where they arise from wrapped branes and are referred
to as ‘baryons’ because of their role in gauge/string duality. However, they are rather massive and so
unlikely to form in most cases.

5We use the standard terminology, but note that this is a different p from the (p, q) strings.
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a D3/anti-D3 system, as for example in the models [6], only one-dimensional branes

are produced [3].

The IIA theory has a fundamental string, even-dimensional D-branes and an NS5-

brane, and the same considerations apply. Similarly the type I theory has D1 and

D5-branes (the fundamental type I string decays immediately by breakage on the space-

filling D9), the heterotic theory has an F-string and an NS5-brane, and M-theory has

M2- and M5-branes. The heterotic theory also has fundamental gauge fields, and

associated with these there can be electric and magnetic flux tubes which may be

interesting cosmic strings [1]; the same applies to the low energy gauge theories that

arise on branes. Indeed, it seems that these should be regarded, roughly speaking, as

dual to the non-BPS strings identified in ref. [8]. In particular the magnetic flux tubes

and D-strings both have large reconnection probabilities, while the electric flux tubes

and F-strings have reconnection probabilities suppressed by 1/N2
c and g2

s respectively.

3 F–F reconnection

3.1 Leading order

We wish to calculate the probability for the process shown in figure 1. This was

done in ref. [13] for the bosonic string; we review the method and extend it to the

supersymmetric case.

Locally near the intersection, the process is two infinite straight strings going to

two infinite bent strings. To make the process four-dimensional we compactify the

six transverse dimensions on a six-torus of volume V⊥. In order to use familiar vertex

operator methods, we also wrap the long strings on a two-torus of lengths l1,2 and angle

θ; at the end we take the two-torus volume to infinity. The resulting process, shown in

figure 3, is two unexcited winding strings going to an excited winding string with two

kinks. The vertex operators for the two initial strings are much simpler than that for

the final string. Fortunately, since we are interested in the total interaction probability,

we can square and sum over intermediate states. By unitarity, this is related to the

imaginary part of the tree level amplitude with four unexcited winding strings.

To simplify the supersymmetric calculation, we take the toroidal identifications to

include a factor of (−1)F, where F is the spacetime fermion number. That is, we

are treating both directions on the torus as ‘temperature’ directions. This gives the
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Figure 3: F–F reconnection with strings wound on a torus. This is a closed+closed→
closed transition.

opposite of the usual GSO projection, so the ground states are scalars. Physically,

adding a finite number of excitations to a long string cannot change the result.

The quantization conditions for the ground state strings of unit winding number

are then

p2
L = p2

R =
2

α′
, pL/R = p± L

2πα′
. (3.1)

The vertex operators in the (−1,−1) and (0, 0) pictures are:

V (−1,−1) =
κ

2π
√
V

:e−φ−φ̃+ipL·X+ipR·X̃ : ,

V (0,0) =
κ

2π
√
V

α′

2
(ψ · pL)(ψ̃ · pR) :eipL·X+ipR·X̃ : . (3.2)

Here V = V⊥l1l2 sin θ is the eight-dimensional compactification volume, and the factor

of V −1/2 is from the zero modes.

The appropriate vertex operator correlator is

A =
〈

V (0,0)
1 V (0,0)

2 V (−1,−1)
3 V (−1,−1)

4

〉

, (3.3)

where by the Riemann-Roch theorem there must be two vertex operators in the −1

picture, and the position of the first three operators are fixed to z = 0, z = 1 and

z → ∞ with c-ghosts. Also, because we use the optical theorem, we shall later set

p3 = −p1 and p4 = −p2. Then

A = (2π)2δ(2)(
∑

ipi)
NS2κ4

(2π)4V 2

(α′

2
pL1 · pL2

)2

|z4|α
′pL1·pL4|1 − z4|α

′pL2·pL4. (3.4)

The normalization of the path integral is crucial, and is NS2 = 32π3V/κ2α′ [22]; the

additional volume of compactification, V comes from the zero-mode integrals. We have
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used the fact that in this calculation there is never momentum in the wound directions,

so pLi · pLj = pRi · pRj . The positions of the first three operators are fixed; integrating

over the fourth gives an invariant amplitude

M = − 4κ2

V α′

Γ
(

−α′

4
s
)

Γ
(

−α′

4
t
)

Γ
(

−α′

4
u
)

Γ
(

1 + α′

4
s
)

Γ
(

1 + α′

4
t
)

Γ
(

1 + α′

4
u
) , (3.5)

where s, t and u are the Mandelstam variables, constructed from either of pLi or pRi.

We construct the angled F-string pair wrapped on the torus, with one string sta-

tionary and the other travelling toward it at velocity v, by setting

p1 =

[(

l1
2πα′

)2

− 2

α′

]
1

2

(1, 0, 0, 0, 0) , L1 = l1(0, 1, 0, 0, 0),

p2 =

[(

l2
2πα′

)2

− 2

α′

]
1

2

[1 − v2]−
1

2 (1, 0, 0, v, 0) , L2 = l2(0, cos θ, sin θ, 0, 0) . (3.6)

For l ≫
√
α′ with fixed small t (corresponding to momentum transfer in the transverse

directions) we are in the Regge region and6

M = −κ
2

V

s2

t
(α′s/4)α′t/2e−iπα′t/4 . (3.7)

The normalization of the t = 0 pole agrees with graviton exchange calculated in an

effective field theory, and the full form is determined by this normalization plus the

Regge behavior. By an extension of this observation we will be able to obtain the

general F–X reconnection probability from field theory.

Inserting standard kinematic factors, the optical theorem gives

P =
1

4E1E2v
2 ImM|t=0

=
κ2

α′πV⊥
f(θ, v) , f(θ, v) =

(1 − cos θ
√

1 − v2)2

8 sin θ v
√

1 − v2
. (3.8)

Note that the factors of li have cancelled out to give a finite li → ∞ limit. The result

is the same as for the bosonic string [13], as we could have anticipated from the remark

below eq. (3.7). That the center of mass frame was used in ref. [13], so our velocity

6The imaginary part of the exact expression (3.5) lies at discrete poles; this discreteness arises
from the introduction of the two-torus. In using Stirling’s approximation we average these poles into
a cut, as appropriate for the large-li limit.
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v is related to the velocity v′ there by v = 2v′/(1 + v′2). Also, we have corrected an

error in the sign of the cos θ term; the numerator in f(θ, v) now goes to zero in the

supersymmetric limit θ = v = 0.

In terms of the dimensionless IIB string coupling gs,

P =
g2
s (2π)6α′3

V⊥
f(θ, v) = g2

s

Vmin

V⊥
f(θ, v) , (3.9)

where Vmin = (4π2α′)3 is the minimum volume of a six-torus in the sense of T -duality.

This is dimensionless, as it must be. If instead we leave d > 4 dimensions noncompact,

the strings can miss each other and the relevant quantity is a cross-section of dimension

[length]d−4. The difference is all in the zero modes, and the cross section is still given

by eq. (3.9), with V⊥ the volume of the (10 − d)-torus but Vmin unchanged.

3.2 Higher corrections

It would be interesting to consider higher corrections to our result. These can come

from higher loops in string perturbation theory and from processes in which additional

closed strings are emitted during the reconnection process.7 For example, at order g4
s ,

there will be the one-loop correction to the reconnection process and also reconnection

with the emission of one small closed string. There is no reason to expect that such

corrections are unusually large, but it would be useful to have some estimate of their

magnitude.

To obtain the next order corrections will require some refinement of the simple

unitary argument. The imaginary part of the torus amplitude, representing the total

interaction probability at order g4
s , contains the above processes but also other non-

reconnection processes. In particular, there is an O(g2
s ) amplitude for the strings to

pass through one another but for some of their oscillators to become excited in the

process, for example from the gravitational interaction between them, and this process

actually dominates the interaction probability at O(g4
s ). Because each string produces

a conic geometry, after they pass through one another they are no longer straight: each

has a kink, its ends being misaligned by the deficit angle of order O(g4
s ). This kink can

be described as a coherent state, an eigenstate of the mode operators α(k), α̃(k) (these

7Processes in which additional winding strings are created, or the winding pair are deflected, involve
a length of string of order l and so are exponentially suppressed in l. This is similar to the exponential
suppression of high-energy fixed-angle scattering, with winding in place of momentum [23].
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are the continuum version of the usual αn, α̃n, taking the limit of an infinite string). A

linear kink in X translates into α(k), α̃(k) ∝ 1/k. The norm of such a state is

∫ ∞

1/l

dk

k3
∼ l2 , (3.10)

diverging in the large-volume limit. This appears to agree with the string calculation:

the t→ 0 behavior is given by the eikonal approximation [24], and in gravity each loop

brings in an additional power of s ∼ l2.

It is likely that one can deal with this problem, and still take advantage of unitar-

ity, by separating the contributions of different channels to the imaginary part of the

one-loop amplitude. Obtaining a tractable form may be difficult; whereas the expo-

nentially suppressed amplitudes are dominated by a saddle point in moduli space [25],

the forward amplitude is not. One expects that the physics of the reconnection pro-

cess is local, and so the higher corrections will have a good l → ∞ limit, unlike the

IR-divergent process (3.10). It would be interesting to verify this.

4 F–(p, q) reconnection

When an F-string crosses a D-string it can break, leaving its endpoints attached to

the D-string. Taking both strings to be wound on a torus as in the previous case

gives the process shown in figure 4. This is a closed-to-open transition for the F-

string. Following ref. [14] we again use the optical theorem, obtaining the the total

θ
l

l

1

2

θ
l

l

1

2F

D

F

D

Figure 4: F–D reconnection with strings wound on a torus. This is a closed→ open
transition.

interaction probability from the imaginary part of the amplitude for two closed string
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vertex operators on the disk,

A =
〈

V (0,0)
2 V (−1,−1)

4

〉

. (4.1)

The vertex operators represent the winding F-string (and we have numbered them to

match the previous section), while the D-string, which is stationary and oriented in the

1-direction, appears through the boundary conditions. The difference from ref. [14] is

that we are considering the superstring rather than the bosonic string, and D1-brane

boundary conditions rather than the fully Neumann D25-brane boundary conditions.

Since it is straightforward to do so, we consider the general F–(p, q) reconnection

process. The (p, q) string gives a boundary with a q-valued Chan-Paton factor, while

the p bound F-strings appear as constant U(1) electric flux on the D-branes.8 The

world-sheet CFT is free in such a background and the propagators are well known (see

e.g. [26]),

〈Xµ(z1)X
ν(z2)〉 = −α

′

2
ηµν ln(z1 − z2) , 〈ψµ(z1)ψ

ν(z2)〉 =
ηµν

z1 − z2
,

〈Xµ(z1)X̃
ν(z̄2)〉 = −α

′

2
Gµν ln(z1 − z̄2) , 〈ψµ(z1)ψ̃

ν(z̄2)〉 =
Gµν

z1 − z̄2
. (4.2)

Here

Gµν =







−1+f2

1−f2 − 2f
1−f2 0

2f
1−f2

1+f2

1−f2 0

0 0 −1




. (4.3)

This is the open string metric in the 0-1 plane, while the −1 reflects the Dirichlet

boundary condition in the other directions. The parameter f is related to the electric

flux and the number of bound F- and D-strings by

f = 2πα′F01 , p =
qf

gs

√

1 − f 2
. (4.4)

Again we keep a finite momentum transfer before taking the limit, so that p4 is −p2

with a scattered velocity v
′ in the 3 . . . 9 directions. To leading order in gs the D-string

does not recoil and |v′| = v. The invariants relevant to the calculation are then given

8The bound state involves strongly coupled infrared dynamics for the SU(q) degrees of freedom [20],
but the process that we are considering takes place at the string scale and so is infrared-safe.
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in terms of two variables σ and t:

α′

2
p2L ·G · p2R =

α′

2
p4L ·G · p4R ≡ −σ ,

α′

2
p2L ·G · p4R =

α′

2
p4L ·G · p2R ≡ σ − α′t

4
,

α′

2
p2L · p4L =

α′

2
p2R · p4R = −1 − α′t

4
. (4.5)

We fix 3 of the 4 coordinates of the two vertex operators by z2 = i and z4 = ix with

x ∈ [0, 1], and insert the corresponding c-ghosts. Evaluating the various factors in the

expectation value gives

M = ND2

κ2σ2−2σ

(2π)2V

1
∫

0

dx (1 − x)−1−α′t/2(1 + x)1+2σ+α′t/2x−1−σ . (4.6)

Making a change of variables to x = (1−√
y)/(1+

√
y) gives the standard representation

of the beta function, and so

M = −ND2

κ2

(2π)2V

Γ(−α′

4
t)Γ(1 − σ)

Γ(−α′

4
t− σ)

Regge→ −ND2

κ2

(2π)2V

4

α′t
σ1+α′t/4e−iπtα′/4 . (4.7)

The normalization of the disc partition function with these boundary conditions is

ND2 = 2π2l1q
√

1 − f 2/2πα′gs. This can be obtained from the standard disc partition

function normalization, 2π2V9τ9, by T -duality, taking into account the Chan-Paton

factors and the background fields. Note that each expression is 2π2 times the total

Born-Infeld action for the D-branes. One can check/verify this normalization by taking

the extreme relativistic limit, where σ → 2l2/(1 − f 2)(1 − v2)2πα′. The t = 0 pole is

M → −κ
2

V

2l1τp,ql
2
2

t(2πα′)2(1 − v2)
. (4.8)

This has the same normalization as the pole in eq. 3.7, upon replacing s→ −2p1 ·p2 →
2mp,qE2; note that we are in the (p, q) string rest frame. Also, there is a factor 1/2mp,q

because we are implicitly using canonical rather than relativistic normalization for the

(p, q) string.
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Finally, the reconnection probability is

P =
1

2E2v
2 ImM|t=0

= g2
s

Vmin

V⊥
hp,q(θ, v) ,

hp,q(θ, v) =
q2v2 +

[

gsp− cos θ
√

(1 − v2)(g2
sp

2 + q2)
]2

8 sin θ vgs

√

(1 − v2)(g2
sp

2 + q2)
(4.9)

To confirm this, we have also obtained it by a very different route: T-dualing the 1-

direction and boosting to give q stationary D0 branes interacting with F-string winding

states in motion. Note that to leading order in perturbation theory, the p-dependence

is important only if p is of order 1/gs.

The disk calculation of the F–(p, q) probability (4.9) requires at least one D1-brane,

and so is not valid for (p, q) = (1, 0); in the latter case we have instead the sphere

amplitude of §3. Nevertheless the probability (4.9) reduces to the earlier result (3.9) in

this case, and so (4.9) is universal in p and q. This can be understood in a simple way.

We have already noted that the amplitudes can be normalized by a gravity calculation

of the 1/t pole; taking this further, the full form of the 1/t pole can be obtained from a

supergravity calculation. The reconnection probability depends on the imaginary part

as t→ 0. This imaginary part comes in both calculations from

Im e−iπα′t/4 = − sin(πα′t/4) . (4.10)

The zero of the sine cancels the pole, giving a finite t → 0 limit which is proportional

to the supergravity amplitude.

We will not carry out the full supergravity calculation but we can check the (p, q)-

dependence of some terms. The cos2 θ term, which comes only from graviton exchange,

is proportional to the tension of the (p, q) string. The cos θ term, which comes only from

Bµν exchange, is proportional to the F-string charge p. (The angle-independent term

is more complicated because both the graviton and the dilaton exchanges contribute.)

Also, at zero velocity the numerator vanishes when the angle between the strings is

tan θ = q/gsp, which is the angle at which the strings are mutually BPS and there is

no long-range force between them [21].

We should emphasize that the imaginary part itself is not a supergravity effect. It

is analytic in t and so local in spacetime. Rather, the connection is that the total cross
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section is given by the leading Regge trajectory at t = 0, which is the supergravity

amplitude. The factor (4.10), which arises from the continuation of Regge amplitude

(−s)α′t/4 from Euclidean to Lorentzian momenta, provides the connection between the

pole and the imaginary part.

Is this connection completely universal, so that we can immediately write down the

general (p, q)–(p′, q′) result? In the disk and sphere calculations, the factor (4.10) has

a common world-sheet origin. In the Regge region, the in and out vertex operators

V2 and V4 are at small separation, and give a universal Regge form which is the same

whether the rest of the world-sheet is a sphere with other vertex operators or a disk.

One might have expected this Regge behavior to be completely universal, but in the

general (p, q)–(p′, q′) interaction that we are about to consider, the world-sheet origin

of the imaginary part is different, and the final result shows no sign of universality.

5 (p, q)–(p′, q′) reconnection

5.1 Pair production

When both strings have D1 charge, the leading interaction between them comes from

annular world-sheets with one boundary on each. This calculation was done for par-

allel Dp-branes by Bachas [15]; it has been extended and applied many times since,

particularly in the small-velocity expansion relevant to matrix theory.

We start with the case of two (p, q) = (0, 1) D-strings, with one aligned at an angle

θ and travelling at speed v ≡ tanh(πǫ) relative to the other, and with impact parameter

y. It is straightforward to extend the results of ref. [15] to this case [22, 27–29],

M(y) = − i

2

∞
∫

0

dt

t
e−ty2/2πα′

[

η6(it) Θ1

(

i
θt

π

∣

∣it
)

Θ1

(

ǫt
∣

∣it
)

]−1

×
{

4
∑

k=2

(−1)k−1Θk

(

0
∣

∣it
)2

Θk

(

i
θt

π

∣

∣it
)

Θk

(

ǫt
∣

∣it
)

}

. (5.1)

The total inelastic probability Ppp can be put in a simple universal form due to

Schwinger [30]. This corresponds to production of at least one pair of stretched strings.

It is not the same as the reconnection probability, as we will explain in §5.5. Summing

over disconnected annuli gives

1 − Ppp(y) = |eiM(y)|2 = e−2 ImM(y) . (5.2)
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The imaginary part arises from the poles of Θ1

(

ǫt
∣

∣it
)−1

on the real t-axis, at t = n/ǫ.

These are all traversed on the same side [15]:

ImM(y) =
1

2

∞
∑

n=1

1

n

[

(−1)n+1ZB(n/ǫ) + ZF (n/ǫ)
]

, (5.3)

where partition functions are

ZB(t) ≡
∑

bosons i

e−2πα′tm2

i = e−ty2/2πα′ Θ3

(

0
∣

∣it
)3

Θ3

(

iθt
π

∣

∣it
)

− Θ4

(

0
∣

∣it
)3

Θ4

(

iθt
π

∣

∣it
)

2η9(it) iΘ1

(

iθt
π

∣

∣it
) ,

ZF (t) ≡
∑

fermions j

e−2πα′tm2

j = e−ty2/2πα′ Θ2

(

0
∣

∣it
)3

Θ2

(

iθt
π

∣

∣it
)

2η9(it) iΘ1

(

iθt
π

∣

∣it
) . (5.4)

The residues sum up to give

1 − Ppp(y) =
∏

bosons i

(1 + xi)
−1

∏

fermions j

(1 − xj) , (5.5)

where x = e−2πα′m2/ǫ and m is the mass of the given stretched string state at minimum

separation.

5.2 Small velocity limit

To get some understanding of this result, consider the limit ǫ≪ 1. Then

x = e2πα′m2/ǫ →
{

0 , m2 > 0 ,

∞ , m2 < 0 .
(5.6)

Thus Ppp(y) = 1 if there is a tachyon in the spectrum, and Ppp(y) = 0 otherwise. This

is the well-known fact that the annulus amplitude between non-BPS configurations of

branes diverges at the critical impact parameter where a tachyon first appears [31]. At

larger impact parameters, the small-velocity process is adiabatic and elastic. At smaller

impact parameters, the tachyonic instability proceeds when the critical separation is

reached.

The lightest string state in the present case is a boson with

m2 =
y2

(2πα′)2
− θ

2πα′
. (5.7)
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This is tachyonic for y2 < 2πα′θ [28]. For strings at angles there is an obvious final

state for the tachyonic decay, namely the reconnected strings [32]; for some detailed

studies of this process see refs. [33].

Note that the result is independent of the compactification volume, because the

stretched strings are confined to the region near the intersection and have no zero

modes. Also, the D-strings are treated as having definite classical trajectories. In the

noncompact case this translates into a classical black-sphere cross section

σ =

∫

d6
y Ppp(y) = (2π2α′θ)3 . (5.8)

For toroidal compactification, taking the D-strings to have a constant wavefunction in

the compact directions gives

Ppp =
(2π2α′θ)3

V⊥
, (5.9)

where we assume that the T 6 is large enough to contain the black sphere without

overlap.

We can now see that the supergravity argument does not extend to this case. It

would give the same as the small-velocity limit of the F–F probability, except for an

additional factor of g2
s from the greater tension of the D-string:

Ppp
?
=

(2π2α′)3

V⊥

(1 − cos θ)2

v sin θ
. (5.10)

In spite of the similarity of these expressions, they definitely differ by a factor of v,

and there seems to be no way to relate them. At the world-sheet level they have very

different origins. The Regge region for the F-string processes comes from small z24,

corresponding to a long cylinder in the t-channel. The equivalent region for the annulus

parameter t (not to be confused with the Mandelstam t) is t≪ 1. On the other hand,

for small ǫ we see that the poles (5.3) move to t≫ 1.

Of course, at gs = 1 F-strings and D-strings are identical under duality and so

the reconnection probabilities should become equal. This is not evident in the small-

velocity limit, where the D–D interaction (5.9) approaches a constant while the F–F

result (3.8) diverges as 1/v. Higher order effects must cut the latter off; perhaps

some simple unitarization along the lines of the eikonal approximation can be used to

estimate this.
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5.3 Ultrarelativistic velocities

For ǫ ≫ 1, the poles in t move to small values and so all string modes are significant

in the sum (5.3). The asymptotics of the partition functions are given by a modular

transformation,

ZB(t) ∼ ZF (t) ≃ t3

4 sin θ
eπ/t +O(1) . (5.11)

The n = 1 term in the sum (5.3) dominates, giving

2 ImM(y) ≃ 1

2ǫ3 sin θ
eπǫ−ty2/2πα′

≃ Ke−ty2/2πα′

, K =
8π3

sin θ
√

1 − v2[− ln(1 − v2)]3
. (5.12)

We can now carry out the integral (5.8), using the fact that K is large:

σ = π3

∫ ∞

0

dy y5
(

1 − e−2 ImM(y)
)

≃ (2π2α′)3

6
(lnK)3

≃ (2π2α′)3

48
[− ln(1 − v2)]3 . (5.13)

As noted in ref. [15], this is similar to the hard scattering of F-strings.

5.4 Cosmic collisions

In cosmic string networks, the velocities are moderately relativistic, so that a typical

string collision will have v ∼ 0.7 or ǫ ∼ 0.3 [10].9 Surprisingly, this is not so different

from the small velocity limit, in that only the lightest open strings are produced. An

excited string with m2 = 1/α′ has

x = e−2πα′m2/ǫ <
∼ 10−9 . (5.14)

When x is small, it is the same as the probability to create a pair of strings in the given

state, which is therefore negligible. For even higher states this probability decreases

faster than the density of states increases, so only unexcited strings are produced with

9Of course, in an evolving network there will be a distribution of collision parameters.
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any probability. Thus we can restrict the partition functions (5.4) to those states whose

mass goes to zero with θ:

ZB(t) ≃ e−ty2/2πα′ 6 + 2 cosh 2θt

2 sinh θt
= e−ty2/2πα′

[eθt + 7e−θt + . . .] ,

ZF (t) ≃ e−ty2/2πα′ 8 cosh θt

2 sinh θt
= e−ty2/2πα′

[4 + 8e−2θt + . . .] . (5.15)

As we will explain in §7, the mean value of y2 in a realistic situation will be of order

gs, and so we set it to zero in the spirit of this perturbative calculation. In §7 we will

estimate corrections to this approximation, and we will find that they are likely to be

quite substantial. Nevertheless an understanding of the case y2 = 0 is instructive. A

state contributing e−kθ in ZB,F then has

x ≃ e−kθ/ǫ , (5.16)

and so

1 − Ppp(0) = (1 + eθ/ǫ)−1(1 − 1)4(1 + e−θ/ǫ)−7(1 − e−2θ/ǫ)8 · · · . (5.17)

For angles of order one, e−θ/ǫ <
∼ 0.04 and the first two terms in the infinite product

dominate:

1 − Ppp(0) ≃ (1 + eθ/ǫ)−1(1 − 1)4 <
∼ 0.04 × 04 . (5.18)

That is, the production probability is at least 0.96 for a pair of the lightest bosonic

strings, and exactly 1 for a pair of each of the four lightest fermionic strings. The

reason for the exact zero in 1 − Ppp(0) is that the mass of the lowest fermionic states

passes through zero and so there is a level crossing: the empty in-state becomes the

filled out-state.

For smaller angles the tachyonic term becomes smaller but the higher terms in the

series rapidly begin to contribute. Numerically, the probability to produce a pair, aside

from the four fermionic zero mode pairs, reaches a minimum around 0.95 for θ/ǫ ∼ 2.

In realistic situations, the fermionic zero modes will be lifted somewhat by couplings

to supersymmetry-breaking fluxes. However, the net Ppp(0) will in most cases remain

close to one, as long as the effective impact parameter y does not become too large.

5.5 Reconnection

For gs ≪ 1, the D-strings are much heavier than the F-strings. Production of a single

pair of F-strings will not cause the D-strings to reconnect. Rather, the D-strings will
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pass through one another and separate, stretching the F-strings as they do so. Thinking

of the D-strings as open string solitons, one would expect that of order g−1
s F-strings

must be produced in order to produce a substantial change in the state of the D-strings.

We can make this estimate precise as follows. After the collision the system is

as shown in figure 5. For N F-string pairs, balance of forces implies that the angle

D

D

FF

φ’

Figure 5: D-strings after a collision that produces open F-string pairs. The upper
D-string is rotated by an angle θ relative to the lower, around the axis defined by the
F-strings. The angle φ′ is the angle φ introduced in the text, boosted by the velocity
of the vertex.

between the F-strings and D-strings in the rest frame of the junction is 1
2
π + φ, where

sinφ = Ngs. The effect of the collision can only travel with the speed of light, so

on each D-string there are two kinks traveling away from the point of the collision.

This picture only makes sense if u > tanφ, where u = tanh(πǫ/2) is the speed of each

D-string in the center-of-mass frame. If this is not satisfied the two junctions do not

separate and the D-strings remain in contact (the vertices are at rest at the crossover

velocity, so the boost of the junction angle does not enter). For u > tanφ, where

we have the situation in figure 5, the ends of the open strings are forced to remain

localized and we expect that ends of opposite orientation will rapidly find one another

and annihilate. The two D-strings thus disconnect and continue onward, with some

excitation. For u < tanφ, we would expect that the D-strings will instead roll down

to the reconnected configuration. Thus the condition for reconnection is u < tanφ, or

equivalently

N >
1

gs
sinh(πǫ/2) . (5.19)
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In order to apply this, we need to refine the earlier calculation, which just deter-

mined the probability that N ≥ 1. For the case (5.18) this is simple. The tachyon

pairs are produced in a squeezed state. For a squeezed state of a single oscillator, if

the probability of producing at least one pair is p, then the probability of producing

at least k pairs is just pk. Here, p ≃ 1− e−θ/ǫ and so pk ≃ exp(−ke−θ/ǫ). Counting the

four fermionic pairs, the probability that the reconnection condition (5.19) is satisfied

is

P = exp
(

[4 − g−1
s sinh(πǫ/2)]e−θ/ǫ

)

. (5.20)

We see the somewhat surprising result that P decreases as gs → 0, because the recon-

nection condition (5.19) becomes more stringent while the probability of producing a

given number of pairs is constant. In fact, it falls as e−O(1/gs) and so is nonperturbative,

even though it was deduced from a perturbative calculation. At asymptotically small

couplings D–D reconnection is much less likely than F–F.10

This asymptotic suppression of P does not set in until below the GUT value gs ∼
0.05. For gs ∼ 0.05 and ǫ ∼ 0.3, we have P ∼ exp(−6e−θ/0.3). At θ >

∼ 1, P is at least

0.8; for θ ∼ 0.6 it falls to around 0.5 and then begins to rise again due to the higher

states in the expansion (5.15). Thus for this choice of parameters there is a range of

small angles where D-strings will sometimes pass through one another, but this will

have likely have a small effect on the network behavior.

5.6 General (p1, q1)–(p2, q2) interaction

In the general case we have q1q2 Chan-Paton states for the open strings, and an electric

flux (4.4) on each D-string from the dissolved F-strings. The boundary conditions can

be written as [26]

Aµ
νX

ν′(0) = Bµ
νẊ

ν(0) ,

Cµ
νX

ν′(π) = Dµ
νẊ

ν(π) . (5.21)

Here

A =









1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0









, B = B1 , C = AR , D = B2R , (5.22)

10When gs, v, and θ all go to zero, the result depends on their ratio.
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defined in terms of

Bi =









0 fi 0 0
fi 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1









, R =









cosh πǫ 0 0 sinh πǫ
0 cos θ sin θ 0
0 − sin θ cos θ 0

sinh πǫ 0 0 cosh πǫ









. (5.23)

Inserting a general linear combination of eiω(τ+σ) and eiω(τ−σ), one finds that e2πiω must

be an eigenvalue of

Λ = R−1(A−B2)
−1(A+B2)R(A+B1)

−1(A− B1) . (5.24)

Noting that

(A+Bi)
−1(A− Bi) =









cosh 2ξi − sinh 2ξi 0 0
− sinh 2ξi cosh 2ξi 0 0

0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1









∈ SO(1, 3) , (5.25)

where fi = tanh ξi, it follows that Λ ∈ SO(1, 3). Any Lorentz transformation is

conjugate to a boost times a commuting rotation, and so the eigenvalues take the same

form as in the D–D case

ω = ±θ̃/π , ±iǫ̃ , (5.26)

in terms of an effective rotation angle θ̃ and an effective rapidity πǫ̃. For example, we

can put these in the form (obtained using the SL(2, C) representation)

cosh(πǫ̃+ iθ̃) = cosh ξ1 cosh ξ2 cosh(πǫ+ iθ) − sinh ξ1 sinh ξ2 , (5.27)

whose real and imaginary parts determine θ̃ and πǫ̃. The full form is rather messy.

One simple special case is a perpendicular (p, q)–D collision, θ = π/2, f2 = 0, where

θ̃ = π/2 and sinh πǫ̃ = cosh ξ1 sinh πǫ.

The discussion of D–D reconnection then extends directly to the general case. Note

that (1−P ) is raised to the power q1q2 due to the Chan-Paton degeneracy. The general

conclusion, that reconnection almost always occurs unless gs is very small, continues

to hold.

There is one special circumstance that we should note. Although they do not

bind, n fundamental strings can move together as though they were an (n, 0) string.

If these collide with another string, then in perturbation theory each will interact
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independently. On the other hand, if we have m coincident D-strings (or other (p, q)

strings with q 6= 0), and they cross a (p′, q′) string with q′ 6= 0, then the rule of

thumb is that the tachyon decay will almost always take them to a new lower energy

configuration, with a segment of (p′, q′ ±m) string, the sign depending on the angle.

6 Vertex interactions

As the string network evolves, pairs of trilinear vertices will collide as in figure 6,

and we need to determine the subsequent evolution. In the figure, we begin with the

(p ,q )

(p ,q )

(p ,q )

(p ,q )4 4

3 3

2 2
1 1

v

Figure 6: Vertex collision: the lower vertex is moving toward the other with speed v.

supersymmetric configuration in which string i is in the direction (pigs, qi), and define

a general configuration by rotating strings 3 and 4 by an angle ψ around the string

segment. The simplest case is two F-strings ending on a (p, q) string, so that

(pi, qi) = (p, q), (−1, 0), (1, 0), (−p,−q) , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 . (6.1)

The two F-strings have the same orientation, so the endpoints can annihilate and the

F-string disconnect from the (p, q) string.

We can obtain the probability for this by the same general strategy as for the

previous F-string processes. To set up the macroscopic open string states, we introduce

two spectator strings on which the other ends of the F-strings are fixed. This is shown

in figure 7; note that to lowest order the (p, q) strings do not bend when a single

F-string attaches. These are at separation R in the 2-3 plane, and we take R → ∞
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at the end of the calculation to remove the spectator strings and make the F-strings

macroscopic. As before we take the opposite of the usual GSO projection so as to get

the simpler scalar ground state; this is equivalent to taking the spectators to be (p,−q)
strings. We again make use of the optical theorem to obtain the contribution from all

ψ
(p,q)

spectator

spectator

1

2

Figure 7: Disconnection process as seen along the axis of the (p, q) string. With two
spectator (p, q) strings it becomes an open+open→ open amplitude.

final states.

The disconnection process is characterized by the relative velocity of the endpoints

and the relative angle ψ of the two strings (figure 6). The open string vertex operators

for the strings stretched between the branes are

V (−1) = λgo :e−φeipL·X+ipR·X̃: ,

V (0) = λgo

√
2α′(ψ · p):eipL·X+ipR·X̃ : . (6.2)

We have added adjoint U(q) Chan-Paton factors λ to the F-string vertex operators.

Note also that there are no factors of V⊥ since the open string wavefunctions are

localized in the extra dimensions by the D-strings.

We align the (p, q)-string along the 1-direction, place the first F-string at rest aligned

along the 2-direction, and the second with velocity along the (p, q)-string and aligned

at an angle ψ in the 2-3 plane. The momenta are therefore

p1L,R =

[(

R

2πα′

)2

− 1

2α′

]
1

2

[1 − f 2]
1

2 (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) ± R

2πα′
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0) ,

p2L,R =

[(

R

2πα′

)2

− 1

2α′

]
1

2

[

1 − f 2

1 − v2

]
1

2

(1, v, 0, 0, 0) ± R

2πα′
(0, 0, cosψ, sinψ, 0) . (6.3)

We have renumbered relative to figure 6: the initial and final F-strings are now 1,2

and 3,4 respectively. The vertex operator for the stationary string can be obtained,
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for example, by T -duality along the 1-direction, and then the other is obtained by a

boost. Using the contractions (4.2), each pair of vertex operators leads to a factor of

e2α′pi∗pj , where

pi ∗ pj =
1

4
(piL · pjL + piR · pjR + piL ·G · pjR + pjL ·G · piR) . (6.4)

One can check the mass shell condition pi ∗ pi = 2/α′.

The amplitude is then

M = −ÑD2g4
oTr (λ1λ2λ2†λ1†)

Γ(−α′s) Γ(−α′t)

Γ(1 + α′u)
, (6.5)

where the Mandelstam variables are defined by s = −(p1+p2)∗(p1+p2) and so on. The

Chan-Paton trace is simply 1 (in all other channels it vanishes). The path integral is

normalized as in §4, ÑD2 = π
√

1 − f 2/α′gs (we are now treating the 1-direction with

continuum normalization, and separating out the explicit Chan-Paton trace), while

ÑD2g2
o = 1/α′ holds in general. Using these normalizations and taking the imaginary

part as in earlier calculations,

ImM =
gss

√

1 − f 2
. (6.6)

With the usual kinematic factors, the disconnection probability is

P =
2ImM

2E12E2v
=
gs

v

1 −
√

1 − v2 cosψ

(1 − f 2)3/2
. (6.7)

When three or four of the strings carry D-string charge, there is no simple CFT

description of the system. However, we can resort to the rule of thumb that in this

situation the open string tachyons will almost always take the strings to their lowest

energy state. We must still determine which of strings 3 and 4 string 1 will join onto.

In fact, the supersymmetric configuration shown is neutrally stable in both directions,

but any nonzero ψ increases θ13 and decreases θ14 so that the latter reconnection is

favored. In particular, when (p1, q1) = −(p4, q4), the strings disconnect.

7 Compactification effects

The string reconnection probabilities (3.9, 4.9, 5.9) all depend on the compactification

volume as Vmin/V⊥, reflecting the fact that the strings have to come roughly within
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a string radius in order to interact [4, 5, 7]. It is therefore essential to determine the

effective value of V⊥.

Naively it would seem that one could obtain very small values of P in models with

large compact dimensions. However, from the point of view of the world-sheet field

theory, the position of the string in the compact dimensions is a scalar field, which is

not protected by any symmetry. One therefore expects that at some scale this modulus

will be fixed, like the compactification moduli. That is, there is an effective potential

which localizes the string. Moreover, the behavior of scalar fields in 1+1 dimensions

implies that the effective volume over which the string wavefunction spreads depends

only logarithmically on the mass scale of the moduli — as the cube of the logarithm,

to be precise [8]. As a result, P can be suppressed somewhat, but not by many orders

of magnitude.

7.1 Generalities

We obtain the effective action for a (p, q) string moving in a general warped metric

ds2 = H−1/2(Y )ηµνdX
µdXν +H1/2(Y )gij(Y )dY idY j ; (7.1)

we also allow the dilaton Φ(Y ) to depend on the transverse coordinates. We use Xµ

for the noncompact dimensions and Y i for the transverse dimensions. The relevant

terms in the world-sheet action for a (p, q) string are

S = − 1

2πα′

∫

d2σ ν(− det hab)
1/2 , (7.2)

where

ν = (p2 + q2e−2Φ(Y ))1/2 , hab = H−1/2(Y )ηµν∂aX
µ∂bX

ν +H1/2(Y )gij(Y )∂aY
i∂bY

j .

(7.3)

To obtain first the potential, we insert a static configuration X0 = σ0, X1 = σ1,

Y i = constant. The action then reduces to a potential

V (Y ) = −L =
ν(Y )

2πα′H1/2(Y )
. (7.4)

Compactifications with string tensions below the Planck scale generally have branes

which produce a nontrivial warp factor and/or dilaton, so that the potential (7.4)
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depends nontrivially on the compact dimensions. The strings will then sit near the

minimum of the potential. For strings that are supersymmetric with respect to all

the branes the classical potential can cancel [4], and it will then be necessary to go to

higher order or even to nonperturbative physics to find the leading effect.

Notice that if the dilaton is nontrivial then the position of the minimum will depend

on p and q. For the strongly warped geometries [6] which are our main focus, the

variation of the dilaton is negligible. However, it should be noted that this effect has

the possibility in principle to localize the different (p, q) strings far enough apart that

they will evolve as essentially independent networks. Roughly speaking they must be

separated by more than a string length for this to happen; we will make a few further

comments below.

To understand the fluctuations around the minima we will need to expand the

action to second order in the Y i. We choose coordinates such that the minimum is at

Y = 0 and Gij(0) = δij . Then

S ≈ −
∫

d2σ

{

V (0) +
1

2
∂i∂jV (0)Y iY j +

ν(0)

4πα′
∂aY

i∂aY i

}

. (7.5)

Notice that the Y i are now massive world-sheet fields. We are interested in the average

spread of the Y i. For a single scalar field with action

S = −Z
2

∫

d2σ
(

∂aφ∂
aφ+m2φ2

)

, (7.6)

a Feynman diagram calculation gives

〈

φ2(0)
〉

=
1

Z

∫ Λ d2k

(2π)2

1

k2 +m2

=
1

4πZ
ln

Λ2 +m2

m2
. (7.7)

In our case, the UV cutoff is the string scale. This is Λ2 ∼ 1/α′ as seen by a

ten-dimensional observer, but in four-dimensional units this is redshifted to Λ2 ∼
1/α′H1/2(0). Rotating coordinates to make ∂i∂jV (0) diagonal, we have

〈

Y iY i
〉

=
α′

2ν(0)
ωi , ωi = ln

[

1 +
ν(0)

2πα′2H1/2(0)V,ii(0)

]

(no sum on i) . (7.8)

From this we learn that the fluctuations of the string in the transverse dimensions

scale only logarithmically as we lower the scale of the potential that localizes the string;
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the linear scale of the fluctuations goes as the square root of the logarithm, and the

volume goes as the cube of the logarithm. The fluctuation (7.8) is proportional to

ν(0)−1 =
gs

(p2g2
s + q2)1/2

, (7.9)

so for strings with D-brane charge it vanishes to leading order in perturbation theory.

The calculation that we have done is meaningful only when Λ2/m2 is large, meaning

that V,ii is small in string units. This corresponds to the geometry varying slowly on

the string scale.11 In this case we would expect to be able to combine the flat spacetime

calculation that we have previously done with an effective wavefunction for the string

calculated as above. When V,ii is of order one in string units, so that there is no

separation of scales, there is no way to use the flat spacetime calculation. It is then

necessary to do a full perturbative string calculation in curved space, and for the present

we can only guess at the magnitude of P . It is not clear whether there is any physical

situation in which V,ii becomes much greater than one in string units, but if there is it

will require some complementary method of calculation.

7.2 Effect on reconnection

The effective value of 1/V⊥ is the density ρ of the wavefunction where the strings

coincide. For example, the effective density for an F–D collision is obtained from the

field theory fluctuations for an F-string relative to a fixed center (since the fluctuations

of the D-string are much smaller):

VminρFD = Vmin

〈

δ6(Y )
〉

= Vmin

∫

d6k

(2π)6

〈

eik·Y
〉

= Vmin

∫

d6k

(2π)6
e−kikj〈Y iY j〉/2

=
(4π)3

∏

i ω
1/2
i

. (7.10)

This has the expected logarithmic behavior, with the coefficient of the logarithm now

determined. This assumes that the F- and D-strings are localized at the same point.

11Also in this limit the effective quartic coupling is small, so the only-loop calculation that we have
done is valid.
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If the F-string potential is minimized at Y = 0 and the D-string potential at Y = YD

then

VminρFD = Vmin

〈

δ6(Y − YD)
〉

=
(4π)3

∏

i ω
1/2
i

exp

[

−
∑

i

Y i
DY

i
D

α′ωi

]

. (7.11)

This illustrates the expected large suppression when the separation of the minima is

larger than the string scale. For an F–F collision one has separate fields Y and Y ′, and

so

VminρFF = Vmin

〈

δ6(Y − Y ′)
〉

=
(2π)3

∏

i ω
1/2
i

. (7.12)

Since the F-strings are of the same type their minima are coincident.

For the general (p, q)–(p′, q′) collision the effect of a nonzero impact parameter y is

to replace

x→ xe−y2/2πα′ǫ (7.13)

in the general interaction probability (5.5). Let us apply this in the case (5.18) that

only the bosonic tachyon and the massless fermions are important, as holds over most

of the parameter space. Then

1 − Ppp(0) ≃ (1 − e−y2/2πα′ǫ)4

1 + eθ/ǫe−y2/2πα′ǫ
. (7.14)

Again we see that for strings in different minima, the interaction probability falls

rapidly for separations large compared to the string scale. For strings in the same

minima, the quantum fluctuations (7.8) imply that we must average the result (7.14)

over a gaussian wavefunction of this width.

A typical value of the correction factor is

e−y2/2πα′ǫ ∼ exp

[

−
∑

i ωi

2πν(0)ǫ

]

; (7.15)

we have assumed strings of the same type, so summing fluctuations as in eq. (7.12)

contributes a factor of 2 to the exponent. For D-strings, ν−1(0) = gs, so this is formally
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higher order in perturbation theory. However, the fluctuations in the different direc-

tions add to give an effective factor of 6, and so for the typical ǫ ∼ 0.3 the exponent

can be of order one if the logarithm ωi is large. This would lift the suppression due

to the fermion zero modes. The probability to produce tachyon string modes remains

large until the suppression factor (7.15) approaches e−θ/ǫ, but if the scale of V,ii is low

this can be the case, at least for some range of angles. Thus there is the possibility

that D-strings can pass through one another without reconnecting.

When the typical value of the exponent (7.15) becomes large, the dominant con-

tribution to the reconnection probability comes from those collisions that happen to

occur at small impact parameter, near the center of the gaussian distribution. In this

case the reconnection probability is given by the ten-dimensional cross-section, which

is given to reasonable approximation by the low-velocity limit (5.8), times the peak

density

ρDD = ρFF|ωi→gsωi
; (7.16)

the factor of gs reflecting the smaller fluctuations of the heavier D-string.

7.3 Model parameters

7.3.1 The KKLMMT model

In the KKLMMT model [6], inflation takes place in a highly warped throat whose local

geometry is given by the Klebanov-Strassler solution [34]. The warp factor also pro-

duces a potential well for the transverse coordinates of the string. The geometry near

the base of this solution is locally R
3 × S3,

gij(Y )dY idY j = dr2 + r2dΩ2
2 +R2

3dΩ
2
3 , (7.17)

where R2
3 = bgsMα′; M is an integer characterizing the number of flux units. The

warp factor near the origin depends on the radial coordinate of R3,

H(Y ) = H(0)

(

1 − b′r2

gsMα′

)

. (7.18)

The energy scale of inflation in this model is of order 10−4 in Planck units, soH−1/4(0) ∼
10−4. The constants b ≈ b′ ≈ 0.93 [35] will be treated as 1 for our purposes. The dilaton

in this solution is constant. There are also three- and five-form fluxes in the compact
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directions, but these do not enter into the string action. The product gsM must be

somewhat greater than one in order for the supergravity approximation to be valid.

This solution has the special property that the warp factor has its minimum not

at a point but on the entire three-sphere at r = 0. We first consider this geometry as

it stands, and then consider corrections. The effective V⊥ is given by combining the

volume of the S3 with the quantum fluctuations on the R3,

VminρFF ≈ 4π

(gsM)3/2

(2π)3/2

ln3/2(1 + gsM)
. (7.19)

Also, ρFD = 23/2ρFF.

The fact that the potential is constant on the S3 reflects an SU(2)×SU(2) symmetry

of the Klebanov-Strassler solution. This local geometry is part of a larger Calabi-Yau

solution, which can have no isometries. The breaking of the symmetry will generate

an effective potential along the S3, which will localize the strings. The warp factor

H−1/4(0) is a measure of the size of the tip of the Klebanov-Strassler throat in terms of

the underlying Calabi-Yau geometry [37]. It therefore governs the extent to which the

throat feels the curvature of the geometry, and so size of the SU(2) × SU(2) breaking

and the size of the potential. We will assume that the curvature of the Calabi-Yau

manifold will have an effect on the throat geometry of order the warp factor squared,

H−1/2(0) ∼ 10−8, relative to the other scales in the throat, so that ωi ∼ lnH1/2(0) in

the S3 directions.12 Then

VminρFF =
(2π)3

ln3/2(H1/2(0)) ln3/2(1 + gsM)
. (7.20)

In this case ρFD contains an additional factor of 8, but it may easily be the case that

the F and D strings are localized at different points of the S3, leading to the additional

suppression (7.11).

The reader will notice that the density (7.20) might be less than the density (7.19),

depending on the parameters. This is not a logical possibility. What is happening

is that the fluctuations begin to fill out the whole S3; thus, we should always use

whichever of the densities (7.20, 7.19) is greater. In the fluctuation calculation, the log

of the ratio of scales times the world-sheet coupling 1/gsM is becoming large, and we

must use the renormalization group to improve the calculation.
12A more complete analysis might give a different power of H(0) inside the logarithm. This will

affect some of the numerical estimates, but not the overall logic.
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For D–D collisions, the relevant quantity is

y2

2πα′ǫ
∼ inf

[

gsM

2πǫ
,
3gs lnH(0)

8πǫ

]

, (7.21)

depending on whether the quantum fluctuations fill out the S3. Again, the fermion

zero modes are lifted to the extent that this is nonzero, and the tachyonic modes are

not excited for collisions at angles less than ǫ× (7.21).

7.3.2 Large dimension models

Now let us consider models in which n dimensions have periodicity 2πR and 6−n have

the minimum periodicity 2π
√
α′ [36]. The four- and ten-dimensional gravitational

couplings are

κ2
4 = κ2(2πR)−n(2π

√
α′)n−6 . (7.22)

It is convenient to rewrite this as

GµD =
gs

16π

(

α′

R2

)n/2

(7.23)

We will assume that the effects that fix the moduli and break supersymmetry produce

modulations of the warp factor and/or the dilaton by a factor of order δ <
∼ 1, as opposed

to the large warping of the KKLMMT model. Then for F-strings, V,ii ∼ δ/2πα′R2 in the

large directions, and so

ωlarge ∼ ln

(

R2

α′δ

)

∼ 2

n
ln

(

gs

16πGµDδ

)

,

V⊥ρFF = (2π/ωlarge)
n/2 . (7.24)

In ρFD there is an additional 2n/2 but the likelihood of a suppression factor from

separated minima. For D–D collisions, the relevant quantity is

y2

2πα′ǫ
∼ gs

πǫ
ln

(

gs

16πGµDδ

)

. (7.25)
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8 Final results

Having assembled all of the relevant calculations, it is interesting now to insert some

typical parameter values and obtain estimates for P . It is premature to take the

details of these models too seriously, but it is important to get an idea of the range of

possibilities — both as a guide for the network simulations needed to estimate signals,

and also to get some sense of the extent to which we might be able to probe stringy

physics by measuring the various intercommutation probabilities.

Consider first F–F reconnection. The reconnection probability is the earlier re-

sult (3.9) with one of eq. (7.19, 7.20, 7.24) in place of Vmin/V⊥. We will denote these

cases respectively as (A) KKLMMT averaged over the S3, (B) KKLMMT with fluctuations

that do not fill out the S3, and (C) large dimensions. The function f(v, θ) is roughly

0.5 when averaged over angles and velocities.13 Then in the three cases

PFF(A) ∼ 100g
1/2
s

M3/2 ln3/2(1 + gsM)
,

PFF(B) ∼ 1.5g2
s

ln3/2(1 + gsM)
,

PFF(C) ∼ 0.5g2
s

[

πn

ln(gs/16πGµDδ)

]n/2

(8.1)

In case A, P depends only weakly on gs but strongly on M . The stability of these

models requires M to be at least 12, perhaps somewhat larger [38]. For M = 20,

gives P ∼ 0.25 over the range of gs between 1 and the GUT value 0.05, while for

M = 100, P ∼ 0.01. Decreasing the value of P increases the total density of string

in the network roughly as P−1, because the reconnection process is needed for long

strings to decay. Thus, one might say that for M = 20, it would be possible with

precise observations and simulations to distinguish these strings from the gauge theory

strings that have P = 1, while for M = 100 there would be a substantial enhancement

of the string density. In case B, we should note that the supergravity approximation

used in KKLMMT requires gsM to be greater than one, but its logarithm need not be

especially large. In this case, one has P <
∼ g2

s , so P approaches one in the ‘worst case’

that gs ∼ 1, and it is much less than one for gs near the GUT value. Notice, following

13We have noted at the end of §5.2 that at small velocities unitarization effects must reduce PFF.
It is possible that these have some effect at the velocities relevant for cosmic strings.
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the discussion after eq. (7.20), that at any given point in KKLMMT parameter space one

should use whichever of A and B is larger. In the case C, the scale GµD is likely to lie

between 10−6 and 10−12 [3,4]. Then for δ = 1 and n = 2, the factor in square brackets

ranges between 0.3 and 1 so that P is as in case B or perhaps an order of magnitude

less. For δ = 1 and n = 6, the factor in square brackets is between 1 and 3 and so

P is rather larger than in case B. If δ ≪ 1 then a further suppression is possible. It

is worth noting that the reconnection probabilities found in §7.2 were enhanced by

various powers of 2π, but that these are offset by the effects of the fluctuations in most

cases.

For F–(p, q) reconnection, P contains an extra factor of 2k/2/gs, where k = 3, 6, n

respectively in cases A,B,C. Also the function f is replaced with hp,q from eq. (4.9),

which varies in roughly the same range as f except for an extra factor of q. Thus the

F–(p, q) reconnection probability is somewhat larger than the F–F reconnection prob-

ability, if the strings are coincident in the transverse directions (when the perturbative

calculation gives P > 1 we assume that it is approaching saturation, P → 1). If the

strings sit at separated minima in the transverse directions, the F–(p, q) reconnection

can be suppressed by an arbitrary amount, and can easily be negligible.

For the D–D reconnection probability, collecting together the results (7.21, 7.25)

and inserting numerical values as above, we have (roughly)

y2

2πα′ǫ
∼







A : 0.5gsM ,
B : 15gs ,
C : gs{O(10 to 25) + ln (gs/δ)} .

(8.2)

The multiplicative contribution of each would-be fermion zero mode to (1 − Ppp) is

(1 − e−y2/2πα′ǫ), so we see that these zero modes are largely lifted in all cases, and for

larger values of gs (but still less than 1) the production of fermionic open strings is

negligible. The contribution of the open string tachyons is (1+eθ/ǫe−y2/2πα′ǫ). Defining

y2/2πα′ǫ = gsK, where we see that K is a number of order 10 or more, the tachyon

production is suppressed for θ < 0.3Kgs. Thus the suppression might be over a small

range of angles or over all angles, depending on the precise values of K and gs.

For (p, q)-(p′, q′) collisions the result depends primarily on the values of q and q′.

Making one or both of these larger than 1 enhances reconnection in two ways: the

production of strings is enhanced by the Chan-Paton degeneracy, and the fluctuations

are decreased due to the greater tension of the (p, q) string.
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Note that while the naive interaction probability (5.18) for D–D collisions is close to

one, we have identified two effects that can reduce it substantially: the need to produce

O(1/gs) strings as discussed in §5.5, and the fluctuation effects considered here. We

have seen that the former are effective only for gs less than the GUT value 0.05, while

the latter become most significant as gs → 1; there may be some parameter values

where both play a role.

The reader might be concerned that in our string calculations we have consistently

worked to lowest order in gs, but that we have found that higher-order effects such as

the D-string fluctuations can have an important effect. This is not inconsistent: the

fluctuations are enhanced by large logarithms below the string scale, in the spirit of

renormalization group calculations. Also, the D–D reconnection probability is para-

metrically e−O(1/gs), but we have argued that the onset of this behavior is at a rather

small value of gs.

9 Conclusions

For F-strings we have found reconnection probabilities in the range 10−3 to 1, and for

D-strings perhaps 0.1 to 1. With sufficient precision these can be distinguished in most

cases from gauge theory strings that have P = 1 exactly.

If there are stable cosmic strings for more than one (p, q) value, the reconnection

probability for strings of different types plays an essential role. When this is large,

there is the possibility that the strings freeze into a three-dimensional network that

is very different from the usual scaling solution [39]. Whether this happens can only

be determined by detailed simulations. When the different (p, q) do not reconnect,

the situation would seem to be simpler as the different networks evolve independently.

However, it is not clear whether such independent networks ever form. The string

network likely forms in a highly tangled state, which remains as the different string

segments roll to their respective minima. As the network evolves, endpoint interactions

allow the strings of different types to disconnect, and also allows the populations of the

various (p, q) values to change, as segments disappear and form,14 but it seems unlikely

14This also resolves the puzzle of what cuts off the values of p and q that are populated. One might
expect that larger values are less likely to form, but the usual scaling solution is an attractor so very
large values of (p, q) might begin to scale after enough time. However, in the tangled network there
will be some equilibration.
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that this is sufficiently efficient as to allow them to fully disconnect.

To summarize, the following would be interesting to simulate:

1. Networks of a single type of string, but with P < 1. For simplicity one might

initially ignore the θ and v dependence and consider fixed P down to around 10−3.

The interesting question is how the various signals scale with P . Ultimately one

might be able to detect the θ dependence from the spectrum of kink angles in

the network, but this is far in the future.

2. Networks of (p, q) strings, formed in an initially tangled state. Here the interest-

ing question is whether the scaling regime is reached. For simplicity one might

start by taking P to be exactly one for strings of the same type, and either one

or zero for strings of different types.

Our study of string collisions has involved a wide range of interesting physics,

both in the perturbative calculations of the reconnection process and in the effects of

compactification. In the best case, where all the (p, q) strings are cosmically stable, we

might hope to see a great deal of string physics written in the sky.
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